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Birds Token - The Concept  
Birds Token is a new BSC meme and rewards token, 
predicated on the recent 'rebranding' hype. All 
holders of BIRDS are automatically rewarded BIRDS 
token as buys and sells take place. Hold BIRDS, and 
watch your Birds Token grow passively. The more we 
moon, the more BIRDS we all make! 
BIRDS is rewarded to holders when buys and sells 
take place! 



Birds Token - Tokenomics 

Current Total Tax will be set at 10% and it will remain flat as it is, it will be included and separated for 
the following structures : 
 
4% Auto LP – This will automatically liquidate and put the pair into the LP and provide leverage for 
trading. 
 
5% Marketing & Development Fee – We will use this cut to improve and strengthen the Birds Token 
project and build a strong community above all community. 
 
1% Automatic Burn – Tokens will be automatically burned every transaction, this will make the token 
scarcer everytime. 
 
100% of Total Supply will be at the Liquidity, which means Shiba Nakamoto is a fully decentralized and 
community driven project. 



Birds Token - BENEFITS 

100% COMMUNITY OWNED 
BIRDS is run by the community. We have NO dev or marketing wallets and launched this token stealth! 
 
HUGE REWARDS 
Taxes at 9% on buys, and 10% on sells results in very strong Lasers Stars payouts to all holders of 
BIRDS. 
 
BIRDS GALORE 
Our community is always producing & sharing great space and having a good time! 



The Smart Contract 

To ensure the safety for people on Birds Token Community, the developer team will establish the 
safest Smart Contract and we will also hire third party to do an audit to the Smart Contract to achieve 
trust from our community. 
 
Smart Contract designed to have a low fee of trade (buy or sell) as low as 10% this can be lower if we 
reach for certain marketcap (we will announce on our official social medias). 
 
The 10% tax will be spliited for : Liquidity Provider fee, Marketing and Development fee, and Burn fee. 



Project & Ecosystem 

Birds Token $BIRDS is a deflationary token designed to become more scarce over time. All holders of 

Birds Token will earn more BIRDS that is automatically sent to your wallet by simply holding Birds 

Token in your wallet. Watch the amount of Birds Token grow in your wallet as BIRDS coin holders 

automatically receive a 5% fee from every transaction that happens on the Birds Token network.  

The community receives more Birds Token coins from the fees generated each transaction. 


